10 Good
Reasons for
Azure NetApp Files
Although the cloud journey is well underway
and continues to mature rapidly in this period
of digital transformation, with 65% of enterprise
workloads still being on-premises–and nearly
half of these workloads based on file data–there
is clearly still a need for advanced services in the
public cloud.
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Building on a two-decade relationship, Microsoft
and NetApp created Azure NetApp Files, a
Microsoft Azure native cloud service that delivers
a seamless method to deploy and manage
enterprise-class file-based workloads in the
Azure Cloud.

Performance

Extremely high performance with ultra-low
latency. Fast enough to be SAP HANA Certi-fied
for production and directly built into Azure data
centers. Plus, you can select the perfor-mance
tier that’s right for the job.

No re-architecting/re-factoring

Move your file-based applications to the cloud
without spending hundreds to thousands of
hours re-architecting orre-factoring. Lowers risk
and saves time and money.
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Enterprise-class data availability

Move business critical applications to Azure with
99.99% guaranteed uptime.

Enterprise data management

Benefit from NetApp’s legendary ONTAP data
management capabilities–from instant copy and
restore to fast data cloning–natively in Azure.
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Customers are deploying primary use cases that
include Linux/OSS and Windows file applications,
ERP, Databases, HPC, VDI, and many more.

Get Microsoft world-class sales
and support plus NetApp expertise directly from
the Azure portal. Or automate via the Azure API/
SDK/CLI.
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On-demand cloud experience

Get the capacity AND performance that you need
easily. Change on the fly
(in seconds!) without moving data.

Single service for all of your files

Solve Linux and Windows file challenges from
the same enterprise file service without specialize
storage expertise.
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Migrate more to Azure

Azure-native interface
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Advanced data control

Get persistent file storage for your applications
without complexity AND protect your data with
advanced data management – built in!

Quick and easy available

As a cloud service, Azure NetApp Files
immediately available. And all this without
complicated licence management and timeconsuming installation.
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